Rhythm Reporting Module

Overview

Rhythm's report generator tool allows you to create customized reports of the findings of your Rhythm software. It increases your productivity—giving you reports right out of the box and allowing you to generate reports at the inspection site.

With customized Microsoft® Word-based report templates, populate a report in a predefined format or, by following a few simple steps, identify images and image data to present in your own report structure. For example, you can add company identification in the headers and footers. You can also use different report formats without creating them from scratch. Formats remain standardized across all your reports for readability and for ease of analysis.
Standardize Reporting of Inspection Data Allows Better Decision-Making

Information is presented in a form that is easy to understand, allowing fast historical comparison and meaningful comparison of reports from different inspectors.

Create Meaningful Inspection Reports with Just a Few Clicks of a Mouse

Easier reporting can provide inspection time savings.

Structured Reports

The Rhythm Reporting module allows you to create structured reports that you can send, query on, modify and/or receive. Treated as a separate item from the images with which it is associated, a report can be sent on its own over the network so you can view, amend and save it without needing to receive and send the images as well. This feature can greatly reduce network traffic.

Use Labels to Ease Reporting

When you are producing reports, you may often wish to refer to your annotation. With the Rhythm Reporting module, it makes this easy for you by automatically creating labels with your annotation and measurements. These labels are unique to the study you are working on and can be saved along with your study and report. They can readily be viewed (or hidden) at any time. Apart from using labels, you can also create your own test annotations and include these using keyboard shortcuts.

Apply Reporting Profiles to Quickly Customize Report Window Layout

The Rhythm Reporting module lets you set up a number of reporting profiles that you can use to display your reports window in a particular way. Profiles can easily be created, modified, deleted or copied in order to help you save time in managing them over time.

Rhythm Reporting Features

- Create reports real time at the inspection site on pre-formatted reports
- Leverage Microsoft® Word-based reporting templates
- Use labels, reporting profiles and pre-formatted reports to improve reporting and ease fast historical and meaningful comparison of reports
- Enable easy inclusion of images and image data into reports
- Empower report users to set where and when the reports window is displayed

Requirements

The Rhythm Reporting module can be added as an option to the Rhythm Review and Acquire modules.

Language Support

The Rhythm Reporting module is available in the following languages:
- English
- French
- Italian
- Spanish
- Chinese (Simplified)
- Japanese

Warranty Information

The published company warranty in effect on the date of order shall apply. Software will be provided and warranted under the terms of a Software License Agreement. GE Inspection Technologies reserves the right to make changes to the applicable warranties.